
HR, JD4, JL: personal note an last words in Post Morten: appendix 11W 10/5/75 

There is not room for adequate handline, of what these unwilling to think 
may believe of the final words I've added to the note that in at the very end of the 
appendix. With inadequate space, there is no op ortunity to develop the thought. Or 
reasoning, or evidence, etc. 

While I'm :mid up by 	taking a soak to relax, which I don't want to hurry, 
and so that my files may also have a record, this brief explanation. 

For has no credentials to be President. He has no past justifying his selection 
except a past encouraging to Nixon in his moment of great' trial. 

This is hi: record on the WarrenCommission. What he di and did not do there 
and the character of his ecnmercialism of it. He did write of Oswald as pro—hed 
despite the evinence for which there is room for only u tiny part. 

In time I will be putting more of tie together, as I have already in what has 
not been published, including as JL will recall, in The Unimpenchment of Richard Nixon. 

The reason for doing it here has nothing to do with making nasty cracks. It is 
entirely consistent with my previous writing where when : could no nothing :else I did 
print clues for people in the future.' have always done this. In fact, this particular 
part can be traced to my writing completed 05/G5, especially but not only 136 in 
particular, a page I have reason to remember. Because I then would not say such things. 

When these xinds of pasts are exposed in detail they arc also ignored by the 
major media. Witness WW IV. 

Perhaps I'll be able to carry it further in some future work. 

But if there is not this op,)ortunity, then there will be this brief indication 
for so:reone else. 

I have no doubt it is justified or I'd not haven made the addition. 


